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                    	Bhima Graduate in Running for HOTY Title
Wednesday, 10th April 2024
Imperatriz's (I Am Invincible-Berimbau, by Shamardal) season is now over, but do not expect to hear David Ellis ramping up a campaign for her to be crowned Australia's Champion Racehorse for the 2023/24 season, reports racingnews.co.nz. The 5YO mare, a Magic Millions graduate of Premium Black Type Vendor Bhima Thoroughbreds, flies home to New Zealand where she will spell before returning to Cranbourne later in the year. While Ellis thinks being crowned Australian Horse Of The Year would be a fitting accolade, she does not need to title to justify a successful first Australian season for Te Akau. "What a great way to start our Cranbourne stable, with a horse that's rated the second best in the world, the best sprinter in the world, and we're just very proud to have been able to buy her," said Ellis. Imperatriz was undefeated in a spring campaign that started with Group 2 success in the McEwen Stakes (1000m) before elite wins in the Gr1 Moir Stakes (1000m), Gr1 Manikato Stakes (1200m) and Gr1 Champions Sprint (1200m). The T J Smith Stakes, in which Imperatriz sweated up badly pre-race and was a victim of interference in the run, was her first run in Sydney for the season and Ellis said it did not provide a true guide on whether she can replicate her Melbourne form in Sydney. "It was a very hard race for us to get a guide, she was held up quite a bit, but we were very proud of her. We'll have everything open for next season."
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Imperatriz looks deserving of a HOTY title (pic: Mark Gatt)
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	Jason Collett Taken to Hospital Following Fall
Wednesday, 10th April 2024
Leading rider Jason Collett was transported for additional medical evaluation following a mishap in the Warra Class 1 & Maiden Plate (2000m) event at Kembla Grange. On Tuesday. According to punters.com.au, While navigating the final stretch atop the Annabel Neasham-trained Hiawatha, his mount clipped heels, leading to a tumble. Throughout the ordeal, Collett maintained awareness and subsequently walked unaided to an awaiting ambulance. Describing discomfort in various areas including his left hand, shoulder, lower back, and hip, he also sustained minor cuts, as noted by interim lead steward Chris Albrect. The investigation into the circumstances of the fall has been temporarily deferred, pending Collett's deposition. Communication was maintained through Collett's agent Bryan Haskins to his spouse Clare, and while being transported to Wollongong Hospital, Collett reassured her he was okay, suspecting the injuries were minor. As a precaution, Collett was withdrawn from his scheduled mounts for the rest of the day's racing. Meanwhile, he is slated to partner with Ceolwulf in the upcoming Queen Elizabeth Stakes, Arctic Glamour in the Queen Of The Turf, and Piplup in the Australian Oaks—all Group 1 races. Previously, on Day 1 of the The Championships', Collett celebrated victory in the Gr1 ATC Sires' Produce Stakes aboard Manaal.
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	O’Sullivan Observation: I Spy with My Little Eye
Wednesday, 10th April 2024
Last weekend at Royal Randwick, racegoers were treated to a smorgasbord of quality racing despite earlier concerns about how the deluge of rain might impact results. Whilst not everything went to plan for the favoured runners, by and large the results panned out as well as many would have hoped for. What has emerged from Day 1 of The Championships is a very interesting observation from WFA Rating expert Daniel O’Sullivan that, if not black-booked, ought to be stored away in the noggin for future reference. According to his racing.com report, O’Sullivan ranked the Gr3 Kindergarten (1100m) victory by 2YO Zoustar colt Espionage as being marginally better than that of Manaal (Tassort) in the Gr1 Sires Produce Stakes (1400m) later on the card. Given the latter’s exceptional Golden Slipper sectionals, it begs the question: how would Espionage have gone in the Slipper if not balloted out? We’ll never know, but the form assessor infers he could have performed pretty well given the historically high 99 rating he achived on Saturday, a figure he suggests could see Espionage a competitive runner in the Coolmore Stud Stakes at Flemington later this year. It also adds further kudos to the unprecedented group of juveniles from the Waterhouse-Bott stable this season which have cut a swathe through the 2YO feature ranks.
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	Aunt and Nephew Looking Good for Launceston
Wednesday, 10th April 2024
Tanya Hanson and Kyle Maskiell, a family-based training combo, are bringing a trio of hopefuls to the Launceston races on Wednesday evening, with each entry possessing a competitive edge, according to tasracing.com.au. The Hanson/Maskiell partnership has been yielding notable results, securing two wins and four placings from their last ten runners. Among their contenders is Speed Rock (Rock Hero), a seasoned 6YO, lining up in the 2100m Maiden/Class 1. With a varied training history across 34 starts, Speed Rock seems settled in his current arrangement and is poised for his premiere at this distance, especially following a promising run in Devonport over 1880m, and Hanson feels optimistic about his potential at this longer distance. The barn's standout chance for a win looks to be with Tricky Mikki (Mikki Isle) in the Class 1 over 1400m) who will be under the guidance of their in-form apprentice Lauryn Bingley. She has been in exceptional form herself, recently notching a double win and amassing three victories from her last five mounts. Tricky Mikki brings a reliable track record into her race, with three places from her last four starts and coming off a strong second-place finish.. Hanson anticipates Tricky Mikki to be a key competitor and expects another earnest performance, given her history of 6 runner-up finishes to go with her win. Wrapping up the evening, And Beyond (Wordsmith) steps into the Open Handicap over 1400m where he should be ready to peak third-up.
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	Orchestral Set to Keep the Music Playing
Wednesday, 10th April 2024
It mightn't have been her prettiest victory, however Orchestral's triumph in the Gr1 Vinery Stud Stakes after hauling in freewheeling Tutta La Vita (The Autumn Sun) at her first Australian start provided enough insight to know that the Savabeel filly is going to be a very tough nut to crack in Saturday's Gr1 Australian Oaks at Royal Randwick. One of the highlights of Day 2 of The Championships, the Oaks will provide a potential repeat of the Vinery Stud Stakes placings, with both runner-up Tutta La Vita (The Autumn Sun) and place-getter Zardozi (Kingman) attempting to dethrone the kiwi raider. According to racenet.com.au, Orchestral has drawn well – she is three off the fence – however over the 2400m journey in a field of ten, the barriers may not play such an important role. Zardozi might, if anything, be happier from barrier 9 than Orchestral who had to be ridden a little upside down by James McDonald when Tutta La Vita, who has barrier 7, took off early in their clash just over a week ago. Adding to the intrigue is the presence of Autumn Angel (The Autumn Sun) whose Gr2 Kewney Stakes success was franked when she was beaten just a lip in the Gr3 Adrian Knox Stakes, and the dual Group 3 winner over 2000m is not there to make up the numbers from barrier 8.
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	Never Say Never for Guineas Hope Battle Cry
Wednesday, 10th April 2024
In a visually impressive display of determination, Battle Cry (No Nay Never) surged from the rear of the pack to claim victory in the Ballylinch Stud “Red Rocks” Stakes at Leopardstown over the weekend for Ballydoyle as the new flat season in Europe starts to evolve. According to timeform.com, Aidan O’Brien's 3YO colt had last been seen at Doncaster in October, where he was withdrawn from the Gr1 Futurity Trophy due to agitation in the stalls. Previously, he had shown promise with a second-place finish behind stablemate and fellow No Nay Never colt Mountain Bear at Dundalk, a performance validated by the latter's subsequent success at the Breeders’ Cup in the United States Facing significant competition against a pretty handy field, Battle Cry defied his odds of 10-1. As the cohort wheeled into the straight, it seemed he had too much ground to cover. However, under the guidance of jockey Ryan Moore, the Battle Cry unleashed a rousing burst of speed, clinching victory by a half-length over Samuel Colt – yet another classy 3YO by No Nay Never. Reflecting on Battle Cry's past anxiety, O'Brien commented, "We saw what happened to him in Doncaster last year. He just panicked but never did it before or after." O’Brien praised Moore's skillful ride and hinted at Battle Cry's potential, suggesting he might excel over a mile on firmer ground. With eyes on future races, O'Brien speculated, "He could be a horse for the French or the Irish Guineas."
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	Sportsbet & Bella Nipotina Team Up in The Quokka
Wednesday, 10th April 2024
Wagering company Sportsbet has selected talented mare Bella Nipotina (Pride of Dubai) as its slot holder for the 2024 edition of The Quokka. Now worth a whopping $5million it is Western Australia's richest race. Trained by Ciaron Maher and to be ridden by Craig Williams, she finished second in the Gr1 TJ Smith Stakes at Randwick last weekend and looks to go one better at Ascot Racecourse on April 20. With over $8 million in career prize money and a Group 1 victory in the Manikato Stakes to her name, the 6-year-old mare has proven herself as a top-class sprinter. The Quokka forms part of 'The Western Trilogy' race series and features three legs - The Quokka for thoroughbreds, The Sandgroper for greyhounds and The Nullabor for harness. "Sportsbet has made no secret of its commitment to the racing industry right across the country and this is just another demonstration of that. But we particularly love getting behind new and innovative ideas like The Western Trilogy. Our slot finished fourth in the inaugural running of The Quokka last year and we're back again looking to go a few places better with what we believe is an excellent chance," claimed Sportsbet CEO Barni Evans.
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Bella Nipotina is a serious The Quokka challenger (pic: Steve Hart)
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	Epic Clash Scheduled for Champions Mile
Wednesday, 10th April 2024
Galaxy Patch (Wandjina-Voltara, by More Than Ready) is scheduled to clash with champion galloper Golden Sixty (Medaglia d'Oro-Gaudeamus, by Distorted Humor) in the Gr1 FWD Champions Mile, reports scmp.com. "We plan to run him in the Mile," trainer Pierre Ng said. "He's still recovering from the last run, so the next few weeks will be very crucial to make the decision. It's not guaranteed yet. Hopefully he'll get better every week and we'll see how he recovers. I really want him to run against top quality gallopers, like Golden Sixty, so he can get experience for that. Once he gets that experience, I think he'll be a better horse next season." Galaxy Patch ran second in the Gr1 Queen's Silver Jubilee Cup before running second in the Listed Hong Kong Derby at his most recent start. He has won five of his ten starts. Ng, who comfortably leads the trainer premiership with 55 wins, advised that should Galaxy Patch run in the Champions Mile. Blake Shinn will return to Hong Kong to take the ride on the rising star.
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	Kiwi 3YO Coasting to Gr1 Australian Derby Start
Wednesday, 10th April 2024
Antrim Coast (Roc De Cambes-Coasting, by Sakhee's Secret) continued his upward Derby trajectory on Saturday, despite having to settle for second in the Listed Galilee Series Final (2400m) at Caulfield, reports racingnews.co.nz. The Stephen Marsh-trained 3YO finished second behind Orchestral in the Gr1 New Zealand Derby (2400m) in March and franked that form with a tough victory in the Gr3 Alistair Clark Stakes (2040m) over Kiwi filly Quintessa at The Valley. This time around, Antrim Coast lined-up on Saturday at much shorter odds, but came off second-best to fellow Kiwi-bred Gold Wolf, going down by a head. Marsh was pleased with the gelding's performance but admitted that pressure was placed too soon in a testing 2400m contest. "The rider was very apologetic, he just went so far from home and needed to be a lot more patient. We feel he would've been very hard to beat, but he was probably travelling so well that he's gone for him too early," Marsh said. "He's come through it really well, he's right on track for the South Australian Derby. He's always been a laid-back horse, takes everything in his stride and loves it. He's the ultimate racehorse." Antrim Coast is now set to represent his owner-breeder, Dick Karreman of The Oaks Stud, in the $1 million Gr1 South Australian Derby (2500m) at Morphettville on May 4.
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Antrim Coast (blue cap) is on an upward trajectory (pic: Bruno Cannatelli)
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	Fillies Chasing Juvenile Success at Sandown
Wednesday, 10th April 2024
After 19 initial nominations, Wednesday's Sportsbet Bet With Mates Handicap (1200m) is down to a final field of eight juvenile acceptances with only two having previously raced. A winner on debut before fifth at his second start in the Magic Millions Ballarat 2YO Classic, the Henry Dwyer-trained Macocha (Street Boss-Bright Abyss, by Royal Academy) has been allocated the top weight of 59kg and from barrier 2, regular jockey Mitch Aitken will once again be aboard the $180,000 Magic Millions yearling sale graduate. Dropping back considerably in class from her last start eighth in the Gr3 Thoroughbred Breeders Stakes, the Ben, Will & JD Hayes-trained Blue Allure (Blue Point-Attracted, by Commands) has previous form behind the triple Listed winner Bold Bastille (Brazen Beau) and Gr1 winner Hayasugi (Royal Meeting), and if she's taken no harm from her last start effort, the filly is sure to be in the race for some time. Set to be the second runner out of her Gr3-winning dam, Godolphin's Twilight Zone (Exceed And Excel-Antelucan, by Domesday) is sure to be well educated with the A & S Freedman-trained filly going into the race with four jump outs under her belt. Successful in a recent jump out, the Michael Kent trained Gellhorn (Omaha Beach-Sigrid, by Brazen Beau) looks as if she's capable of making a winning debut. Out of a winning half-sister to dual Gr3 winner Gabbidon (Bel Esprit), the Ethan Brown ridden filly will jump away from barrier 5.
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	Petula a Second String for Miller's Quokka Bow
Wednesday, 10th April 2024
According to punters.com.au, Sky Racing has announced that promising WA filly Petula is set to compete in the second The Quokka (1200m) at Ascot on Saturday. With victories in four out of her nine career starts, Petula (Nicconi) impressed with a third-place finish in the Rock Magic Stakes (1000m) two weeks ago, prompting Sky Racing to secure her participation in the prestigious $5 million invitational event. Trained by Simon Miller, Petula's entry into The Quokka adds depth to Miller's quest for glory, complementing the presence of Amelia's Jewel (Siyouni), one of the most dominant raceshorses in WA. Despite being considered an underdog at $21 fixed, Petula's inclusion has stirred interest, with stablemate Amelia's Jewel leading the pack at $3.50, followed by defending champion Overpass at $5. Paul Carew, Tabcorp Chief Operating Officer, expressed satisfaction in securing Petula for Sky Racing's The Quokka slot, pointing to her recent performance and potential. Carew highlighted the collaboration with Miller in selecting Petula, underscoring Sky Racing's commitment to promoting local talent and leveraging insights from leading form analysts. Miller echoed Carew's sentiments, describing Petula as an exceptional filly with limitless potential. Emphasising Petula's remarkable turn of foot and past victories, Miller expressed confidence in her ability to make an impact in the upcoming race. He stressed the significance of The Quokka event as a transformative force in the Western Australian racing industry.
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	Technical Issue at Sha Tin Dents Turnover
Wednesday, 10th April 2024
A technical malfunction prevented simulcast turnover from sailing past HK$400 million for the second consecutive weekend on Saturday, reported scmp.com. "It was an issue which was very technical," CEO Winfried Engelbrecht-Bresges said. "There was an issue with one of the account processors and it took a lot longer to resolve than is normally the case. It should not happen, but we will definitely strengthen processes." Punters in Hong Kong were unable to log into their accounts for the first two races at Randwick. "I think it was a successful day with very good results, especially when we had to overcome a technical issue which dented the first two races," Engelbrecht-Bresges said. "I hear the feedback from Australia was very good. We had HK$40 million [bet] on the South African Derby, which is an amazing amount for them and I think there is further potential. From May we will introduce new protocols with the option for multi bets." Turnover for the 12 races from Randwick and Turffontein reached HK$390.9 million, compared to the previous weekend's 12 races from Melbourne, Sydney and Dubai which hit HK$436.5 million.
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                2023 BTR Stud Stallions

                BTP STUD STALLIONS
	Sire
	A Lot Established
	Aclaim Established
	Adelaide Established
	Admire Mars 1st crop 2YOs
	Akeed Mofeed Established
	Al Maher Established
	All American Established
	All Too Hard Established
	Alpine Eagle Established
	Anacheeva Established
	Anamoe 2nd Season
	Artie Schiller Established
	Astern Established
	Awesome Rock Established
	Barbados Established
	Barbaric 3rd Season
	Better Than Ready Established
	Bivouac 1st crop 2YOs
	Blue Point Established
	Brave Smash Established
	Brazen Beau Established
	Bull Point Established
	Bullbars Established
	Cape Of Good Hope 2nd Season
	Capitalist Established
	Captivant 3rd Season
	Casino Prince Established
	Castelvecchio Established
	Churchill Established
	Cool Aza Beel 1st crop 2YOs
	Danbird Established
	Dandino Established
	Danerich Established
	Dash For Cash Established
	De Gaulle Established
	Delaware 3rd Season
	Denman Established
	Dissident Established
	Dubious Established
	Due Sasso Established
	Dundeel Established
	Earthlight 1st crop 2YOs
	Encryption Established
	Exceed And Excel Established
	Exceedance Established
	Exosphere Established
	Extreme Choice Established
	Falvelon Established
	Farnan 1st crop 2YOs
	Fastnet Rock Established
	Flying Artie Established
	Foxwedge Established
	Frankel My Dear Established
	Ghaiyyath 1st crop 2YOs
	Gingerbread Man Established
	Gold Standard Established
	Good Journey Established
	Graff 1st crop 2YOs
	Grunt Established
	Hallowed Crown Established
	Harry Angel Established
	Headwater Established
	Hellbent Established
	Hitotsu 2nd Season
	I Am Immortal 1st crop 2YOs
	I Am Invincible Established
	Ilovethiscity Established
	Impending Established
	Invader Established
	Jet Spur Established
	Jimmy Choux Established
	Justify Established
	Kermadec Established
	Lord Of The Sky Established
	Love Conquers All Established
	Magnus Established
	Manhattan Rain Established
	Maschino Established
	Master Of Design Established
	Maurice Established
	Merchant Navy Established
	Microphone Established
	Murtajill Established
	My Admiration Established
	Needs Further Established
	Nicconi Established
	Nostradamus Established
	Ole Kirk 1st crop 2YOs
	Overshare Established
	Pariah Established
	Patronize Established
	Paulele 2nd Season
	Pierro Established
	Pinatubo 3rd Season
	Playing God Established
	Power Established
	Prague 1st crop 2YOs
	Pride Of Dubai Established
	Puissance De Lune Established
	Rebel Dane Established
	Rich Enuff Established
	Rommel Established
	Rothesay Established
	Rubick Established
	Russian Revolution Established
	Safeguard Established
	Sandbar 1st crop 2YOs
	Sessions Established
	Shaft Established
	Shalaa Established
	Shamoline Warrior Established
	Shamus Award Established
	Shooting To Win Established
	Showtime Established
	Sidestep Established
	Sir Prancealot Established
	Sizzling Established
	Skilled Established
	Smart Missile Established
	Snitzel Established
	So Secret Established
	So You Think Established
	Sooboog Established
	Spirit Of Boom Established
	Squamosa Established
	Star Turn Established
	Star Witness Established
	Starspangledbanner Established
	Street Boss Established
	Super One Established
	Supido Established
	Swear Established
	The Autumn Sun Established
	The Brothers War Established
	Time To Reign 1st crop 2YOs
	Too Darn Hot Established
	Toorak Toff Established
	Top Echelon Established
	Toronado Established
	Trapeze Artist Established
	Turffontein Established
	Unite And Conquer Established
	Universal Ruler Established
	Vancouver Established
	Victor Ludorum 3rd Season
	Von Costa De Hero Established
	Wandjina Established
	War Chant Established
	Winning Rupert Established
	Wooded 3rd Season
	Wootton Bassett Established
	Worthy Cause Established
	Written By Established
	Written Tycoon Established
	Xtravagant Established
	Your Song Established
	Zoustar Established
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